
Information about cookies and their use 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 89 of Act No. 127/2005 Coll., on Electronic 
Communications, we hereby inform you that our website uses so-called cookies for its 
activities. Cookies are small text files that our servers send to your computer to enable better 
use of our servers and their content to be tailored to your needs and preferences. Cookies 
are used by almost every website in the world. Cookies are generally useful because they 
increase the user-friendliness of a repeatedly visited website. If you use the same computer 
and the same internet browser to visit our website, cookies help your computer remember 
the pages you visit and your preferred settings for each site. 

Types of cookies 

We use different types of cookies on our website: 

 Strictly necessary cookies - allow the user to navigate and use the site 
 Analytical cookies – allow us to track aggregate information about site traffic and 

the use of various features. This helps us improve our websites to better serve 
you.  Analytical cookies are set by third parties (Google Analytics). 

 Functional cookies - remember your choice in order to improve your experience 
when using the website, such as the last language version used 

What do we use cookies for? 

For statistical recording, traffic measurement and network security 

Each time you visit our website, the analysis software stores anonymous cookies. These 
help to determine how many users come to our site repeatedly. This helps us better 
understand how users behave on our site, what they prefer and what interests them. We also 
use Google Analytics for these purposes. Details of this tool can be found here: 
https://www.google.com/analytics/ 

In any case, we do not use cookies for other than technical purposes, we do not associate 
the data obtained thanks to the cookies with any other data and we manage cookies in such 
a way that it is not possible to identify specific persons through them. 

Cookies management settings and disabling cookies storage in browsers 

Common Internet browsers (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Edge, etc.) 
support the management of cookies and allow you to disable the use of cookies in their 
settings.  Within the browser settings, you can manually delete, block or completely prohibit 
the use of individual cookies, or block or allow them only for certain websites. For more 
detailed information, please use your browser's help. 

 IE: windows.microsoft.com 
 Safari: support.apple.com 
 Chrome: support.google.com 
 Firefox: support.mozilla.org 
 Opera: help.opera.com 
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